The Licence allows you to copy for immediate use:

- Up to 5% or one chapter (whichever is the greater) of a book, published in the countries listed below except in the case of a short story or poem which can be copied in its entirety provided it does not exceed ten pages in length.
- The whole or part of one article from a journal or periodical issue published in the countries listed below.

Books, journals and periodicals published in the following countries are covered by the licence: Ireland, the UK, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada (including Quebec), Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Iceland, Italy, Lichtenstein, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, South Africa, Spain, Switzerland and the USA; a list of the US publishers covered by the licence is published from time to time by ICLA.

The licence does not cover the following categories of works published in Ireland:

- printed music (including the words)
- workbooks, workcards or assignment sheets
- separate maps or charts
- industrial journals

The licence does not cover the excluded works listed below by Irish publishers:

- Examination papers published by the Educational Company of Ireland [Junior and Leaving Certificate]
- National Dairy Council – all publications
- The North Western Health Board – all publications
- Central Statistics Office – all publications
- Tara Publishing Limited – all publications
- ICS SKILLS – all publications
- Church of Ireland Board of Education – all except Follow Me programme
- McKeon Murray (MKM) Business Training Services – all publications
- The Irish Farmer’s Handbook
- Technical Graphics by Denis O’Connor, published by the Educational Company of Ireland
- Plus Publications – Français Plus

In respect of works published in the UK, the licence does not cover the excluded categories and excluded works detailed on the list available at http://www.cla.co.uk/licences/excluded_works/excluded_categories_works

The licence overrides the “all rights reserved” prohibition to copy notice in the front of all copyright material, but permission to copy excluded items or quantities in excess of the stated limits should be sought from the individual publisher on each occasion.